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HODDER EDUCATION, United Kingdom, 2008. Mixed media product. Book Condition: New. 2nd
Revised edition. 268 x 217 mm. Language: N/A. Brand New Book. Longman Biology for CSEC
ActiveBook: is part of these bestselling titles, now in their second edition, which sees them take on
an interactive as well as textbook form. Other key features of the book include: * a FREE
ActiveBookCD-ROM, which features inspiring video contexts, illuminating animations, PowerPoint
presentations, interactive questions and answers, and an interactive glossary * a highly illustrated,
full-colour design with many new photographs that will appeal to the students * a full range of
practical activities, including Planning Designing activities, which cover all requirements of the
syllabus * a wide-variety of CSEC-style questions, including structured questions that test use of
knowledge and comprehension, and multiple-choice questions * comprehensive appendices,
including an SBA guide, a mock exam, answers to multiple choice questions, and tips on
examination preparation * an SBA skills chart, illustrating which practicals can be used assess each
of the four SBA skills * chapter objectives and chapter summaries, which respectively indicate
syllabus coverage and aid with revision * margin boxes stating additional facts of interest, which
relate chemistry to real world.
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook might be worth a read, and superior to other. It is probably the most amazing publication we have read. Your lifestyle period will likely be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Ala na  McCulloug h-- Ala na  McCulloug h

It is great and fantastic. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this published e publication. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
encouraged this book to discover.
-- Destini Muller-- Destini Muller
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